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Coughing after you quit smoking might be a sign that your body is starting to heal.
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If you are coughing up green mucus, it actually means that whatever illness you had is coming
to an end. If you see yellow mucus, it means that your immune. Throat mucus is normally a very
good thing. And, it can also be alarming when it changes in color or consistency. Coughing up
black mucus for instance can For about the past 8 months, I have done nothing but cough up
phlegm. My doctor has no idea what causes it, my x-rays and scans have all been clear. I
Nov 24, 2009. I personally did not write this. I found it after googling black phlegm, regarding my
recent quit from cigs. Jul 6, 2017 coughing up black stuff when smoking marijuana. . normal)
feelings of pressure on your chest, coughing up blood or anything brown,yellow,green etc , then
definitely go to the doctor.
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How to Stop Coughing. Soothe your throat with cough drops, mints, and lozenges. Drink plenty
of water. Sip warm tea with honey. If you can't cope with your coughing.
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If you are coughing up green mucus, it actually means that whatever illness you had is coming
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Home » Blood and Immunity » Coughing and Spitting Up Blood or Bloody Mucus Coughing
and Spitting Up Blood or Bloody Mucus. Posted by Jan Modric Coughing and quitting smoking
and why you cough more after you stop smoking. XYZ, I am not a medical professional, but your
post concerns me. I don’t think that the smoking or quiting smoking has anything to do with you
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Are you coughing up black mucus? Are you worried it might be something serious? Here's what
it could be and also how to treat it. Throat mucus is normally a very good thing. And, it can also
be alarming when it changes in color or consistency. Coughing up black mucus for instance can
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Former smokers with chronic bronchitis may cough up white phlegm. White mucus in chronic
bronchitis does. Grey Mucus. Grey mucus can be caused by air pollution , cigarette or marijuana
smoking.
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Jul 6, 2017 coughing up black stuff when smoking marijuana. . normal) feelings of pressure on
your chest, coughing up blood or anything brown,yellow,green etc , then definitely go to the

doctor. Jan 5, 2016. People smoking pot when they want without recrimination? Good. Not being
able to stop smoking pot . Aug 8, 2010. About four weeks ago I had a week of smoking bongs all
day. … cannabis but he loved it until he realized it was fucking up. My cat also coughed up sticky
mucus with yellow patches.
If you are coughing up green mucus, it actually means that whatever illness you had is coming
to an end. If you see yellow mucus, it means that your immune. Are you coughing up black
mucus? Are you worried it might be something serious? Here's what it could be and also how to
treat it. Popular Articles. 5 Reasons Why You May Be Coughing Up Yellow Mucus; Top 10
Natural Blood Thinners for Thick Blood; Vaginal Bleeding with Bowel Movement – What to Do?
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